
How to find true spiritual guider (in other words True Murshid)?

« on: October 18, 2008, 11:04:26 PM »

Assalamo-alikum brother

How to find true spiritual guide (in other words TRUE MURSHID)?

what should a person do e.g istiharah , wazifa e.t.c

I asked as i think many people are struggling nowdays to find one

Walaikumusalam

« Last Edit: October 19, 2008, 07:16:36 AM by Webmaster »

Re: How to find true spiritual guider (in other words True

Murshid)?

« Reply #1 on: October 19, 2008, 07:17:28 AM »



Thanks for your question this is write there are many fraud

spiritual guider / Peer or Murshid and their business is only to get

and earn money and make no of moreeds, Hazrat Sultan Bahu ®

have discouraged such person in his books and Hazrat Sultan

Bahu ® also tell about them and their signs as well as signs of

genuine Faqeer Peer

And Hazrat Sultan Bahu ® said “it is wrong to say that in present

time there is no genuine Faqeer Peer in world and always in all

world time genuine Faqeer Peer present”

Now your question: How could you can find True Faqeer:-

So please note with the thought and confidence read Noor-ul-

Huda Qalan Book only of our web day and night again and again

when you complete all pages reading then start same reading

again and again until you see ASHARA /sign from Hazrat Sultan

Bahu ® about your bait of genuine Faqeer Peer bait advise by

Hazrat Sultan Bahu ® in your dream this will not be in short time

and this will take time in applications and result but it depends on

your deep interest and shooq and ishtaq then you will get

We advise read Hazrat Sultan Bahu ® Books and get direct faaz



from Hazrat Sultan Bahu ® but only translated Dr. K. B. Nseem

Yours truly, 
Webmaster 
www.hazratsultanbahu.com 
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From 
http://www.hazratsultanbahu.com/forum/index.php/topic,50.0.html

As Salam Alikum

Dear Brother;
Is there any way written by Hadrat Bahu (RA) that a person get 
biat directly from hadrat sultan bahu (ra) ?
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If there is any procedure or method so tell me,

Jazak Allah Khaira 

Please read Book Noor-ul-Had Qalan ... most of time in day with 
willing to be Muried to Hazrat Sultan Bahu ® or any live Sarvira 
Qadri Murshid, the book will give you and show you the correct 
Peer Murshid in your dream and you will become Murred (but it 
will take time to come on in your dream)
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